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HAPPINESS MASTERPLAN
Wellbeing is at the heart of our design concept. Everything is designed to create a healthier, happier and more productive
Innsbruck, today and in future. Since Roman times, the city has found new ways to survive and thrive - from building its
namesake bridge to increase trade to establishing a university to increase knowledge. It is an original resilient city.

MCI Standort

Our wellbeing masterplan is a robust yet flexible framework that will ensure Innsbruck can continue to evolve. The result
will be a rejuvenated and rejuvenating city. A city where familiar spaces are reinvented for new purposes. People are more
connected to each other and the world by a constant flow of ideas and innovations. And the whole place buzzes with
optimism, opportunity and health.

WELLBEING MASTERPLAN

MCI Management Centre

To feel a true sense of wellbeing every part of your life must exist in harmony. Physical. Emotional. Professional. Economic.
Social. And so on.
MCI IV - Maximilianstrasse 2

We take the same approach with urban design. From infrastructure to materials, we’ve considered how every aspect of our
design works together to create citywide wellbeing. To achieve our goal, key elements are designed to transform Innsbruckers’
perceptions of their own city. This will give the whole place a new sense of purpose, passion and fun.

University of Innsbruck

House of Music

Wunderstrand: A chain of public spaces and buildings - each with distinct personalities and uses

Goldenes Dachl

WUNDERSTRAND
Innsbruck’s connection to its river is powerful. For over 800 years, the city’s name has honoured the waterway. Today, the river
is kept at bay. Opportunities to engage with the water are rare. Most people only see the river on their daily cycle or walk along
the promenade. The river is just a backdrop on the journey from A to B.
Who said a promenade must be a monotonous line dotted with boring benches, lamps and trees? We think its time to reinvent
the promenade.
We want to create a dynamic, fluid promenade that meanders through a chain of public spaces - each with its own distinct
personalities. Spaces would host an ever-changing mix of activities, all feeding off each other to inspire new experiences. Walking
down our promenade will feel like walking through other people’s gardens - an open air wunderkammer made wonderful by the
energy, ideas and personality of Innsbruckers. Even your daily bike ride to work, school or shop will make you buzz.

MCI Management Centre
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URBANKETTE
Innsbruck is a city in the Alps. Inspired by their setting, our chain of river front spaces will reinvent
Alpine experiences on a human scale for a city setting. Together, they will create a new landmark
for Innsbruck, the Urbankette.
Designed to give locals and visitors a fresh perspective on the historic city, the Urbankette will
also celebrate its hyper-diverse community. Each public space will feature an outpost of a
familiar city institution such as the music school, state sport centre, botanical gardens, university
or the Golden Roof. Our outcrops will reimagine these iconic places with exciting new uses that
promote wellbeing.
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For example, a garden pavilion with mirrored roof, shiny as mountain ice, that reflects the river
Inn - nature’s answer to the Golden Roof.
An outdoor swimming pool that hangs over the river’s edge connecting swimmers to the original
source of the city’s prosperity.
Child-friendly water features that respond to your touch with sounds from the river and Alps playing and learning combined.
A meeting place made of stacked timber boxes you climb up to hold your brainstorm, study
group, picnic or romantic getaway.
A climbing wall that seems to grow out of the side of a building to celebrate nature’s role as an
inspiration for modern architecture.

Mariahilfstraße

A culinary platform that hovers over the busy cycle route where you can enjoy food, drink and
views of city life and mountain scenery with every bite.
Public spaces along the Urbankette will explore different aspects of wellbeing from mindfulness
to nutrition in an imaginative, thought-provoking and fun way. Visiting the Urbankette will be as
invigorating as a trip to its Alpine cousin, the Nordkette, but even easier to reach.

MARKTPLATZ
Today, the Marktplatz is an anonymous space. Compared to the bustling public squares you find
across the world, it lacks personality and purpose.
Our design will give it both. First, we want to declutter the space to make it more flexible. A
blank canvas for Innsbruckers, it will be whatever they want it to be. Skateboard park. Open
air yoga studio. Dogwalker’s paradise. Children’s playground. Gossip hub. Picnic area. Running
track. Artist’s studio. Romantic hotspot.
To inject even more personality, we want to divide Marktplatz into two squares: big and small.
Both squares will work together.
While Big Square hosts a rock concert, Little Square will host a silent disco. While Big Square
hosts an international skateboard competition, Little Square hosts skateboard classes for
pensioners. And when a local food festival takes over Big Square, Little Square will become an
outdoor gym to work off the calories. Locals might even give the squares nicknames.
We also propose giving Big Square a sloped surface. This will stop cyclists speeding across it
and create a barrier to local road noise and offering improved views of the river. Public toilets,
cycle storage and other services will be concealed under the tallest part of the slope.
On either side of the Big Square will be stairs. Those closest to the Market Hall can be used to
watch performances on the new ‘theatre square’ created by the market’s canopy roof. Steps next to
the Churrasco House can be used to enjoy food from nearby restaurants. Wherever you sit, stand
or skate, our new ‘Rooftop Valley’ will be visible. Enticing you up for a drop of Innsbruck edelbrande.

The Kissing Bridge

Bicycle storage, car park stair
access, ventilation and public
toilets under slope
Churrasco house

Music School of the
City of Innsbruck

Underground car park
‘Big Square’

‘Little Square’

Elevated river view

‘Roof Valley’
Access to ‘Roof Valley’
River Inn

Market Hall

Marktplatz Diagram

Wellness on the waterfront

MARKET HALL
Strong community is vital to our sense of wellbeing. We want to transform the market hall into a
catalyst for communal regeneration.

Existing market
structure retained

Apple sees its stores as ‘town squares’ - a place for the whole community to gather. Shopping
isn’t the goal. The Apple Store is where you to collaborate.
Innsbruck’s market hall will be where people go to inspire each other to create new ways to be
healthier and happier. Our design builds on the market’s heritage to create a new centre for Food
Urbanism. Gastronomy. Drink. Organic farming. Food policy. Nutrition. Science. Biodiversity.
Biotech. Foraging. Entrepreneurialism. Fun. Whatever your passion, the new market will add
value and spark innovation.
Vegetable growers from Thaur and Absam work with pop-up restaurants, food entrepreneurs
and soil scientists to develop new recipes, products, and environmental policy to protect Alpine
soil.
Nutritionists and sports scientists work with Inntal Valley potato growers to create a new range
of healthy, organic snacks for athletes.
Cookery classes with international chefs bring new life to local ingredients from Tirol Grey
carpaccio to Danube Salmon sushi.

‘Roof Valley’

Distillers from Stanz showcase their drinks to foreign visitors while doctors from the university
research the immune-boosting power of Tyrolean plum brandy.
Food competitions for amateur cooks put family recipes on the gourmet map and supermarket
shelves as entrepreneurs launch an ‘Eat Innsbruck’ food range.

Market Hall

Food policymakers work with local schools, parents and farmers to set new global standards for
childhood nutrition.
Everywhere you turn, you can see, smell, taste and enjoy wellness. Even on the roof. We want to turn
the existing flat roof into a ‘Rooftop Valley’. A microcosm of Alpine agriculture and biodiversity in
the middle of the city. Edible gardens. Allotments growing food for market restaurants. Beehives.
Fruit trees. Fruit brandy distillery. The emphasis will be on production - finding new ways to grow
and make healthy food and drink with limited city space.

‘Big Square’

‘Little Square’

Reached by external stairs that integrate the existing water pump station and create a series of
viewing terraces, the Rooftop Valley will be covered for all-year use. Ideal for eating, drinking and
even getting married.
To connect our new Market Hall with the daily life of Innsbruck, its roof extends to form a canopy
over the market square. With its integrated lighting and acoustic qualities, the canopy will turn
the Marktplatz into a ‘theatre square’ with music concerts, open air plays, pop festivals taking
place below.

River Inn

Marktplatz and Market Hall Section

Listed market hall

Access to ‘Roof Valley’
Gateway view

Listed market retained
with improved access

Connection to Innrain enhanced

Multi-functional space for active
health and wellness classes

World leading sport and nutritional
science research laboratories

Terraced river view
towards Innbrücke
The Kissing Bridge
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AKTIV HAUS
Activity keeps you healthy and happy. Scientists tell us
that jogging on the spot releases serotonin - a happy
hormone that makes you feel good.

The Kissing Bridge Diagram

THE KISSING BRIDGE
Innsbruck’s new Aktiv Haus will be where the
connection between activity and happiness is explored
and experienced. More than just a sports centre, it will
promote deeper understanding of the science behind
exercise, healing and wellbeing.

A bridge gets you from A to B. It takes you from one side of the river to the other. It’s functional and forgettable.
We think Innsbruckers deserve better.
We want to create a bridge that is a place, not just a tool. A place you go out of your way to visit. A
place where you want to spend time to reflect on the river, mountain and life. A place to connect
with the water - and other people. A place engineered to enhance your wellbeing.

Inside will feel more like a living sculpture than a building.
Recreational activities will be everywhere - indoor hiking
trails, mountain bike obstacle tracks, swings, trampolines,
ski slope, basketball, jungle gyms, ice wall and more
- to attract Innsbruckers of all ages. Its purpose will be
serious. Its mood will be informal - an Alpine version of a
New York skate park.

Our bridge is made up of two parts that seem to flow out of the river front on either side. In
the centre of the river, the two parts kiss. It symbolises everything our bridge is designed to
encourage. A moment to pause. Physical connection. Excitement. Intimacy. Pleasure. Fun.
As both sides of the Kissing Bridge slide past each other, they create two terraced areas. Facing
upstream and downstream, they offer incredible views of urban surfing or sunsets over Bruck
bridge. Steps down to the river connect people with the water. Ideal for surfers or wild-water
swimmers.

Market Hall

The bend in the bridge means you always see water ahead of you. Cyclists will want to stop to
admire the wild geese or brave swimmers.

Aktiv Haus

River Inn

The Kissing Bridge will be a new viewing platform for the whole city including the heritage Market
Hall. Viewed from a different angle, the market will become a visual gateway for the transformed city.
The Kissing Bridge Section

The Kissing Bridge

Active bodies will be matched by active minds. State-ofthe-art research labs will attract scientists from across
the world. To attract people closer to home, a 5 km
running track will stretch from the Aktiv Haus across the
new Kissing Bridge to the other side of the river and back
again.
Dotted with a network of playful drinking water fountains,
the running track will use healthy activity to connect
people from both sides of the river.
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Improved bus terminal

‘Big Square’

Car park stair access, ventilation, public toilets
and bicycle storage under sloped square

Re-positioned car park ramp
Stairs to the
‘rooftop’ valley

Re-positioned car park stair access
under new market canopy
Integrated water pump station

New market canopy above

‘Little Square’

Centre
for Food
Urbanism

New pedestrian crossing

Public spaces along the Urbankette
New open facade to existing
market hall
World leading sport and nutritional
science research laboratories

Terraced seating

Aktiv Haus landscaped
‘Mountain Valley’

Exercise and gym

Climbing Wall

Water feature using
grey water collected
from Aktiv Haus

Sitting and play
furniture for users

Market back-of-house
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Pedestrian access enhanced
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Skate park

Bürgers
traße

Event space
Sunken basketball court
Aktiv Haus
Indoor swimming pools
Outdoor pools
Aktiv Haus

Boat House
Sprinting track

River Inn
Shared surface for emergency vehicles and deliveries

Aktiv Haus Section

Reflection pools

Mirrored sculpture
reflecting the river

Listed building converted to
inter-generational affordable
housing above

New access
Discovery Institute
Independent retail / co-working studios

Car access to new underground car park
Eroded landscape
with pedestrian
access to car park

Timber viewing
platform

The Discovery Institute advancing our understanding of wellness
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DISCOVERY INSTITUTE
We all know how wellness feels. But do we really know what it means and how to
achieve it in modern life?

Inter-generational affordable housing

Until now, research has taken place in silos. Doctors look at our bodies and minds.
Designers look at urban planning. Behaviourists explore how we interact.
The Discovery Institute will bring under one roof experts from different disciplines.
It will be a frame in which ideas and research collide to spark fresh insights and
innovations. Urban planning. Public health. Medicine. Technology. Law. Transportation.
Environmentalism. Engineering.
Every aspect of city living will be investigated to identify links between the built
environment and wellness, and pioneer solutions to improve the quality of life of city
dwellers. Discoveries will be locally relevant but globally scalable.
The space itself will encourage the collision of ideas. A flexible timber frame structure
with giant roof will cover a village of 4 discovery hubs. Each hub will be home to a
broad theme of urban life: Design, People (including medicine), Society (including
business and law) and Environment.

Discovery Institute
Design Hub
Environment Hub
Society Hub
People Hub
Underground
car park
Discovery Institute

Every aspect of our design will encourage people to meet, engage and collaborate.
Locals will be welcome to explore and contribute their own ideas. Experts from outside
can take part in TED-style talks in the building’s ‘Ideas Collider’ - an ultra-flexible space
designed to create chance encounters.
A doctor collides with a designer who’s sharing a coffee with a big data guru. The
result? A new model of inter-generational housing that helps Innsbruckers live
healthier, happier lives for longer.

River Inn
Discovery Institute and affordable housing Diagram

Discovery Institute Section

Eroded landscape

Timber viewing platform

